
MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Internal Affairs Unit 

IAU Administrative Case #13-02 
Sergeant Jon Hoff 

CASE BACKGROUND 

On January 12, 2013, Officer Renee Lewis contacted the desk officer at the 5th Precinct 
and advised that she could not come to work because she was ill. Officer Lewis had been 
coached (via a typed Word document) on two previous occasions by 5th Precinct 
supervisors regarding the expectations for reporting to work and requesting time off. 

Summary of Allegations 
It is alleged that Officer Renee Lewis failed to comply with a lawful order given to her by 
her supervisors about the expectations/procedures for calling in sick. It is alleged that 
Officer Lewis left a message with a precinct desk officer advising that she needed a sick 
day instead of contacting a supervisor as directed. It is also alleged that Officer Lewis 
failed to report for work without proper authorization and was absent without leave 
(AWOL). 

If these allegations are found to be true, Officer Lewis could be in violation of the 
following department policies: 

1-403 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWFUL ORDERS 

An employee must always obey lawful orders given by supervisors or their designees, but 
all employees will be held accountable for their use of delegated authority. 

An employee who receives conflicting lawful orders shall obey the most recent given. 
After complying with the order, the employee should notify the next highest-ranking 
employee above the employee giving the conflicting orders. 

Employees shall truthfully answer questions or render material(s) and relevant statements 
in a departmental investigation when so directed, consistent with the constitutional rights 
of the employees. 
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3-303 ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE 

Employees are absent without leave (AWOL) when they fail to report for work or 
abandon work or assignment without proper authorization. 

If an investigation indicates that an AWOL violation occurred, an Internal Affairs 
Complaint Form (MP-3401) shall be completed. A sustained finding requires that an 
individual be marked "AWOL" for the day in question and lose a day of pay, 
notwithstanding any other punitive measures. Should the day in question, as a result of 
the findings, be marked "AWOL," MPD Human Resources personnel shall notify MPD 
Payroll so that they may take appropriate action. 

CASE INVESTIGATION 

On January 12, 2013, 5th Precinct 13.43 Sergeant Kurt Radke sent an e-mail to 
Internal Affairs Commander Arradondo regarding an officer's alleged policy violations 
(see Radke e-mail tab). In the e-mail, Sergeant Radke explained that Officer Renee 
Lewis was coached on two previous occasions regarding policy violations. Sergeant 
Radke indicated that he believed the matter needed to be reviewed for formal discipline. 
Sergeant Radke attached information regarding the past incidents with Officer Lewis. 
Below is a summary of the three incidents referenced by Sergeant Radke. 

January 12, 2013 
Sergeant Radke provided a typed statement (no title) dated January 12, 2013, (see 
January 12, 2013 tab). In this statement, Sergeant Radke wrote that he arrived for work 
at 1915 hours on January 12, 2013, and was given a Post It note by Officer Jon Edwards 
(5th Precinct desk officer at the time). Sergeant Radke said that Officer Edwards 
informed him that Officer Renee Lewis called and said she was going to use a sick day. 
Sergeant Radke attempted to call Officer Lewis after his 2000 hours roll call was 
completed, but was unable to make contact with her. 

Sergeant Radke noted that Officer Lewis had received coaching on two previous 
occasions about the expectations of her notifying her supervisor directly if she wanted to 
call in late or sick. He said that the coaching took place on July 22, 2012, and October 
16, 2012. He believed that Officer Lewis was being insubordinate by disregarding the 
coaching. Sergeant Radke believed that Officer Lewis was in violation of MPD Policy 
and Procedure 1-403; Compliance with Lawful Order. 

October 16, 2012 
Sergeant Radke provided a typed statement with the title "Notice of Coaching" (see 
October 16, 2012 tab). He wrote that on October 16, 2012, he and Lt. Loining spoke with 
Officer Lewis about past incidents of Officer Lewis showing up late to work without 
notifying a supervisor prior to her shift starting and taking a sick day without calling in 
prior to her shift starting. Sergeant Radke wrote that on October 11, 2012, Officer Lewis 
was not at roll call and that he had not heard from her. Sergeant Radke said that Officer 
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